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Comparing and grouping everyday materials 

Children will enquire with a range of everyday materials (hard wood, plastic, 
metal etc.) and test their hardness, responses to magnets, and conductivity 
in a carousel. Afterwards, they will group everyday materials in a range of 
ways:
- tables
- Venn diagrams
- Carroll diagrams 

Solutions 

An introduction of what a solution is and how particles change in a liquid to a 
solution. 
Working with different materials (sand, salt, sugar) children will experiment 
with making solutions – which ones make a solution? Which do not? Pupils will 
also move on to organise materials based on solubility.  

Reversible changes

Building on knowledge of solutions – how can we recover dissolved material? 
Work with mixing materials and identifying that some are reversible e.g. 
mixing rice and skittles / melting chocolate.

Irreversible changes 

After looking at reversible changes, now explore changes that we cannot 
reverse – e.g. making cakes with children – once baked can we get the flour 
and sugar back? 

Plan, conduct and evaluate our own investigations

After learning about the properties of materials, we will be creating our own 
questions/ hypothesis to test. We will be working on setting up experiments  
by controlling variables; making predictions and ensuring that we conduct a 
fair test. 

Vocabulary

hardness Hardness is a measure of the 
resistance of a material to surface 
indentation or abrasion.

solubility the ability to be dissolved, 
especially in water.

solution a mixture of two or more 
substances 

(everyday) 
material 

materials used on a regular basis 
around the world e.g. glass, wood 

transparency easy to see through 

conductivity the ability to allow heat or 
electricity to go through it 

reversible capable of being reversed a 
previous state

irreversible not able to be undone or altered

states of 
matter

different types of matter – solid, 
liquid or a gas. 

particles a minute portion of matter

heating to make or become warm 

cooling to become or make less warm 


